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Within the  framework of the  Dendrochronology, Biosphere and Acid Rain 
activities of IIASA's Environment Program, a Workshop on FOREST DECLINE AND 
REPBODUCTION: Regional and Global Conrequcnces w a s  held in Krakbw, 
Poland from 23rd to 27th March, 1987. The Workshop w a s  organized by IIASA in 
cooperation with t h e  International Union of Forestry Research Organizations 
(IUFRO) and the  Systems Research Institute of the  Polish Academy of Sciences in 
W a r s a w .  The objectives of the Workshop were to seek a consensus about the  s ta tus  
and knowledge of forest  decline, especially in Europe, to identify the  choices tha t  
international organizations, the forest ry  community, governments and industry 
must face ,  and to discuss ways to avoid fu r ther  forest  decline and facilitate the  
sustainability of the  forest  sector .  A special field study t r i p  w a s  arranged to the  
Niepolomice Forest where special attention w a s  given to the  bieindications of 
industrial damage and the  disturbances of the  main forest  functions were 
discussed. 
The Workshop was attended by some 90 senior scientists and agency 
representatives from East and West Europe, North America, Scandinavia and 
Japan. Great  in teres t  w a s  shown by the  ECERAO Team of Experts  on Forest 
Decline whose representatives attended as observers .  The Team of Experts held a 
special Committee Meeting in connection with the  resul ts  achieved. 
In addition to presentations of some 60 papers  on forest  decline, the  
Workshop organizers and a number of key speakers  p repared  a set of resolutions 
that  were adopted by the  Workshop participants. Briefly, the  resolutions call f o r  
reductions of a i r  pollutant emissions, improved monitoring of the  extent and 
growth rate of forest  decline, more research  in specific a reas ,  and increased 
international cooperation. 
Robert  E. Munn 
Leader 
Environment Program 
August 1987 
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l .  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 HI- DECLTNE: BACKGROUND TO TKE PROBLEHo 
LlhMukma 
Deputy Leader. Environment Program 
International Institute for 
Applied Systems Analysis 
A-2361 Laxenburg, AUmIA 
During the last ten years. forest decline has become a common 
phenomenon, particularly in highly industrialized countries. For example, 
forest damage in Western and Central Europe has pmgressed to an exbtential 
threat. Some estimations have shown that there are about 6 million hectars of 
damaged forest in Europe a t  this time. A t  least 1.2 billion cubic meters of 
standing volume in CentraUEastern and Western Europe are severely damaged. 
Also. in Nordic countries about 700 million cubic meters can be regarded as 
being affected in a declining state. 
Recent reports (e.g., by Friedland et al., Sedjo. Linzon, Rennie, etc. 
published in this Proceedings) from the United States and Canada indicated 
that in the northeastern U.S. red spruce and balsam f i r  have shown a 
regionally consistent growth decline. A decline in radial increment and 
increased mortality among spmce and f i r  in the Appalachian mountains at 
elevations above 1000 mete- have also been confirmed. A regional sugar 
maple decline has been the focus of attention in the Canadian provinces of 
Quebec and Ontario. Some small regional forests in South America, Southeast 
Asia and Japan are also reported to be damaged, although no quantitative 
estimates can be made about the damage in these regions. Currently 
therefore, forest decline can be considered ss one of the most  important 
economic and environmental problems facing humanity, a t  least in highly 
developed countries. The positive solution to these problems are of great 
interest not only to the forest sector but also for those concerned with the 
improvement of environmental conditions and the elimination of the negative 
processes in the biosphere as a whole. 
Recent investigutions on forest d e c h e  have shown that there are a t  bast  
two main contributing factors acting simultaneously: 
- anthropogenic pollution of the atmosphere (i.e.. changes in atmospheric 
chemistry, as stated by alr pollution experts as well as by physiological. 
biochemical and forestry research): and 
- natural eccAimatic fluctuations, (i.e., changes in physical conditions 8s 
stated by dendrochronologists). 
In addition to the factors mentioned above. insects and diseases have, in 
many regions, heavily ag~ravated the situation in the forests, particularly 
those already weakened (disturbed) by pollutants and climatic changes. 
Forest decline is not an entirely new phenomenon in human history, at 
least during the past several hundred years. Dendrochronologists may 
provide data abwt fluctuations in tree gmwth (an increase or decrease in 
annual increment of more than 70% compared uith the average) over the last 
centuries. In some regions, these fluctuations appear regularly (cyclic) having 
different periods and amplitudes. When the different cycles coincide in the 
phase of decline, the increment of the forest in the long term can be 
considered as decline. In the Northern Hemisphere, forest decline took place 
during the eighteen-twenties, eighteensighties, nineteen-fourties and has now 
reached a minimum In the mid-eighties, coinciding uith the increased amplitude 
of intra- and interannual ecological background fluctuations (temperature, 
precipitation, etc.). The latest minimum gmwth has been heavily aggxuvated 
by increared atmospheric pollutants which in some regions has led to forest 
dieback. 
Alarming reports and signals from scientists about forest dieback have 
generated major concern among society in generai, industry, governments and 
international organizations. Taking into consideration the curnnt situation 
and the growing extent of forest damage. the Ninth World Forestry Congress 
held in Mexico in 1985, appealed to all humans, nations and governments, 
withing the framework of their own sovereignty, to recognize the importance 
of forest resources for the biosphere and the survival of humanity. and to 
devote themselves to safeguarding and promoting this resauce which rrLU 
provide humanity with food, raw materials, e n e m ,  rural well-being, ecological 
protection and improvement of the quality of We. Many countries have 
already adopted measures against forest decline that are even facilitating 
forest restoration. The International Conference on Acidification and its 
Policy Implications held in Amsterdam In 1986 also considered forest decline. 
The final report of this conference. as well as the Declaration of the XVIII 
IUFRO World Congress held in Jugoslavia in 1986. and the statement made at 
the Silva Conference on trees and forests held in France in 1986, stressed the 
importance of international, particularly East/West, cooperation in order to 
combat a i r  pollution and to protect the environment and forest. 
Following the above-mentioned meetings, new information and knowledge 
about forest decline has been generated by the scientific community. Within 
the framework of the Dendrochronology, Biosphere and Acid Rain PFOjects of 
IIASA's Environment Ptoqram, special studies have been launched dealing with 
the current development and further consequences of forest decline 
attributed to air pollution and climatic change. 
At the same time. it har become evident that the forest sector itself 
currently needs more national and international support for information 
exchange in order to obtain a consistent picture of forest decline and to 
evaluate the long-term effects and identify the human responses required to 
gain sustainability of the forest, forest industry, as well as the regional 
ecosystems and the global biotphere. 
As a result of these activities, an International Workshop on Fommt 
Decline nnd Reproduetion: Regional nnd Global Conrequenm took place 
in Krakbw, Poland from 23 to 28 March, 1987. The Workshop was organized by 
IUSA in cooperation with the International Union of Forestry Research 
Organizations (IUFRO) and the Systems Research Institute of the Polish 
Academy of Sciences. 
The purposes of the Workshop were: 
to glimpse a t  the curtent state of forest resources; 
to obtain a consistent picture of forest decline and its future trends; 
to discuss air pollutants and their possible causes and effects; 
to evaluate national experiences and research on forest decline: 
- methods of field data collection; 
- modeling forest decline; 
to look a t  possible ecological, industrial and economic consequences of 
forest decline: 
to discuss possible international protocols of forest4ecline monitoring; 
and 
to identify choices that must be faced by: international organizations, 
governments and industry, and the forest community, in order to avoid 
further forest decline and facilitate sustainability of the forest sector. 
The participants, senior scientists and agency representatives f r o m  
Eastern and Western Europe, North America, Scandinavia and Japan including 
an ECE/FAO Team of Experts, held productive dbcussions on the topics 
mentioned above. A special field study t r ip  was arranged to the Niepolomice 
Forest where special attention was given to the bio-indications of industrial 
damage and the disturbances of the main forest functions were discussed. 
The Polish Press showed interest in our Workshop and interviews were 
published in the Dtiennik (Daily) Polski (on 27.3.87). in the weekly Zycie 
Gospodarcze (on 21.6.87) as well as in the Tribuna Ludu. 
Consequently. this Workshop can be considered as a most fruitful 
initiative in combatting forest decline and it is hoped that further research 
efforts in this field will foster increased cooperation and bring positive 
results. 
Providing these Proceedings to the brmd community of foresters. forest 
industrialists, environmentalists, ecologists and dendrochronologists as well as 
to international organizations and decision-makers, I sincerely hope that more 
concensus about forest decline, particularly in Europe, will be achieved and 
ways to avoid further forest decline will be found. 

R. wachw 
Department of Fahsstrp and 
National Parks 
Yinirtry of Agriculture. Forestry 
and Food Economy 
Wwaw, Poland 
Ladies and Gentlemen. 
It k a great honor and pl- for me, u a representative d the 
Yinittry of Aqriculture, Forestry and Food Economy of the Polish People's 
Republic, to welcome this distinguished assembly to Kmkbw. to Pohnd. and to 
the Workshop on hmat P.elia8 and Ibproductlo~: Rogioaal aad O b b a l  
bnasquenceu convened by the International Institute for Applied Systems 
Analpis in cooperation with the International Union of Forestry Research 
Orfpnhtions and the Systems Research Institute of the Polish A d s m y  of 
Sciences. 
T h l  working conference l devoted to very imporhnt problems, essential 
for nations of East and West, for industrtsllted countries and developing 
countries. and to significant problems facing mankind and ar globe. We are 
therefore most qratified that IUSA has given Pohnd the rarporuibility of 
acting as the host country for t h l  Workshop. I t  k my hope that dl the 
arrangements, a short field trip to Polish forests included in the pmgmm will 
enable an intense and fruitful exchange of thoughts and ideas and that the 
outcome of this Workshop will, in the lonprun, benefit forestry and the toms t 
environment in dl our countries, and thus also contribute to the improvement 
of the state of the natural environment as well as to the economic and social 
development of our planet. 
Several centuries ago, forests covered an overwhelming majority of the 
~aoqraphicsl area of Pohnd. In the c m e  of t h e ,  the forest uea  has 
diminished owing to the demoqrrphic process and the dewlopment of 
mgriculture and settlement areas. The process of deforestation rrar d t e n  
accelersted by rrar damage. J u t  dter World W a r  II, the parcentage d 
Poland's forested area was some 2OX, and the real gmrring stock of f m t  
stands rrar much klm the normal one. We haw therefore undertaken 
extensive and long-term efforts simed a t  an increase in the camtry's forwted 
m a :  nowadays. forests cover 2Bt d the Polish terrltooy. Since 1945, we have 
afforested some 2.1 million hectan d land unsuited for .gricultuml or other 
purposes (uses). Considering the post-rmr dfombtions,  the mjority of 
forest stands belong to younger ageclasses, but nonetheless, the global 
increase and gross wwing stock of Pobh forests already show a continuously 
rismg trend. A t  the same time, then  has been the parallel development of 
wood-processing industries, whereas the non-wood functions of forests are 
tnmendart and highly appreciated by the public and government authorities. 
However. the natural environment. including the forest enviFoolmtnt, has 
been changing. Pohnd's area is under the rtmss of mt-nic factors 
which have an advene impact on our f m t s .  At the bqlnning of the 1980t. 
the main problem of our forestry was the Lnfesbtlon of the nun moth. We 
undertook a very difficult long-term fight against that insect. Now m may my 
that the campaign hat been ruceessful. bma# to forests attributed to 
industrial air pollution it the mahi problem facing Polish farastry at the 
present time. Forest dnmqp in the upper maunhlnart regions. 8spocUy in 
the Sudeten MaunhFns, tan be described as dmmtic; r y  high 
concentrations of pollutants have mused the complete decline of foaart stands 
which had been then  for many decades. For a long t h e ,  fortst 
dnmqp has .Lo been rwport4d in the industrhl mgtons of Upper Siiesia, in 
the Krskbw regions u well u in other industrial mgglomerstions. The u e a  of 
affected fomsts has heen showing a strrAily rfiing trend. Apart from 
domestic sources of ~ s i o n s ,  our forests are .Lo being affected by lanp 
mnge traruboundary air pollution. According to air 8~Umates. #ome 8M of 
sulphur dioxide in the air it king blown to Pohnd by w u t e m  mnd rauthem 
winds. 
b m g e  to forest mources md the pollution of the mtud environment 
in general nre the subject of qrorrinO attention mnd mcem of the go~mment.  
the forestry urmlnr.trntion and the Polish people. k m uample of this 
concern, let me mention the Cumplex Rqpmme of the Xmprpwment of 
Forestry Economy in Poland till the year 1890. .doptd md implemented since 
1884. The main goals of the Poluh forestry economy within this Roqrrnrnrc nre 
the rollorring: 
- b p m m e n t  of ranitation and .t.b d b a t h  of f a = e s t  mtmds mnd their 
biological rstlllence; 
- batter w e  of productive patentid d f-t mites mnd intensive 
reproduction of the growing stsck; 
- mtional md optimal we d f-t n u  ytakl, dapted to panible 
#upply mnd m t u d  mods; 
- multiple we of fmstad umas, mtching the mquhments  of m- mnd 
mnvhnmental protectlon with t h a e  od the mtlorvl . # # # ~ y  and the 
-LC. 
Recently, very expenrlve pknntnn mnd baknca 8tudi.t wem carried out 
in odor  to extend the time horizon of thk Pmemmme to the year 2060, La., 
f o r  a psrlod approximating the productive rotation of f-t stands. R m d n g  
in mlnd the oomplex mnd Impterm capecity f o r  forest management, the 
multiple functhnr played by extensive forest w, and the ranitation urb 
health emdltion of wr forests md the state od the mtuml mnvbnmant, we 
find that the prwpects of forestry can be utimated nth- in f m t  
categories rather than in precisely determined indices, e.g., allowable cut. 
W e  realize, however, that a fundamental precondition of the conservation 
of forests and the further development of the forestry sector is the speedy 
improvement of the state of the natural environment, firstly with the radical 
reduction of agents which pollute the air, m t e n  and soils. In the strategy of 
this country's development. aimed at  the farmation of lifestyle of cur nation. 
the targets and criteria of ecological development w i l l  become increasingly 
important. Therefore, Poland, within the mnge of her possibilities, w i l l  
actively partlcipate in international activities for the protection of the 
environment. particularly in actions aimed a t  the limitation of airborne 
pollution and its tmnsbwndnry tmnslocations. 
The legal system of environmental protection in Poland is coherent. The 
establishment of the Ministry of Environment Rotection and Natural 
Resources in 1883 can be quoted as an expression of ar concern in this 
regard. This Ministry, in its policy, programmes, plans and current projects, 
is taking into consideration the protection of forests on an equal footing with 
other components of the human environment. There are professional services 
of environmental protection a t  the level of iocal governmental authorities and 
in large industrial plants. W e  are in the process of establishing the monitoring 
of forest damage, covering the whole area of the country. In January 1887, 
the Polish Parliament voted in a special resolution on the state and protection 
of the environment which sets forth precise aims in restraining and then 
reducing airborne pollution. 
We are interested in all forms of international cooperation in the field of 
air pollution as the principal means of protecting the natural environment, 
including forest environment. In 1879, Poland hosted the Seminar of the 
United Nations Economic Commission for Europe on the Impact of Airborne 
Pollution on Vegetation in Forestry and Agriculture. We teke part in activities 
of working groups on the impact of air pollution on forests set up by the ECE 
Timber Committee and the FA0 European Forestry Commission. We are happy 
that the consequences of forest damage attributed ta air pollution have been 
extensively presented in the new study on the European Timber Trends and 
Prospects to the Year 2000 and Beyond, published under the auspices of the 
UN Economic Commission for Europe and the UN Food and Agriculture 
Organization in 1886. I wish to state that this present Workshop, convened in 
Krakbw by I U S A  is also a form of response to the msolutions of the '5i lva" 
International Conference on Trees and Forests convened by the Government of 
France in February 1806 in which I had the honor to participate as a member 
of the Polish Delegation. 
On behalf of the Polish Ministry d Agriculture, Forestry and Food 
Economy and the Administration of National Forests, I rrwld like to stress with 
satisfaction that this Workshop has very ambitiaus and extensive aims relating 
to uryent economic and ecological problems. which have to be resolved by 
intemetional communities end organizations. government authorities, thwe 
involved in economic management end science, end also by forestem. 
The current state and the dynamics of forest resources under the impact 
of air pollution. the verification of methods used to monitor f orest decline, the 
treatment and regeneration of f orests dnmaeed by emissions. the evaluation of 
forest damage from ecological and economical viewpoints, and, hst but not 
least, the preparation of guidelines for the restoration of forest systems as 
well as the response of the forest economy to the current forest damage and 
threats - these are  the central problems to be faced by this Workshop. I 
believe that the distinguished scientists and specialists participating in this 
Workshop will make an excellent contribution toward solutions to these 
problems. 
W e  wish you every 8uccess Ln your endeavors and are  100king forward to 
your very interesting deliberations. 
1.3 A PREP- ON FOREST DECLlNE PROBLEIATIQUE: TKE 
MBV BMIZl UPON WORKSHOP PAP- AND DISCU59IONS' 
a u l  w. owdhki 
Systems Research Institute 
Polish Academy of Sciences 
ul. Newelsks 6 
PLOl447 Warsaw, Poland 
The Workshop reported in this volume focused upon presentation and 
discussion of the present state and future development of the phenomenon 
referred to through the wneric name of "forest decline". It rras obvious f rom 
the start,  however. that in order for such presentations and discusslont to be 
meaningful they have to hke into accwnt the context of forest decline or 
declines, that is, causes and their mechanisms on the one hand, and 
consequences - direct and removed - of industrial and more brcadly socie 
economic nature, on the other. Simultaneously, one wwld have to look for 
potential remedies - again, direct ones. through forest mnnngement 
interventions, and indirect ones, oriented at pollution levels, together with a 
number of feasible accompanying activities (e.g., land use control and 
nransgsment, fertilization). 
If one remembem also that little is known about many of the processes 
involved in and related to forest decline, then it becomes clear that the whole 
system is very complex. However. for the sake of being able to solve red 
problems. one has to retain a holistic penpective. The present paper intends 
to show how against the bsckgmmd of such an w e d  pempective, the 
research and development activities reported in the proceedings em be 
b t e d  within an w e d l  fmmerrork. Thus, the focuses of the workshop em be 
more easily revealed and some remarks on the entire proceedings forwarded. 
Figure 1 (see also the paper by Ominski et 61. In this volume) wtllnat the 
sequence of processes related to f o n t t  decline in accordance with prwious 
mmarks. This simplified digmm shall f h t  be e x p l h e d  briefly and 
commented upon, and then shnll be wed to clsssify papem contained in this 
volume In the light of their correspondence to the various mbsy~tems. 
-- 
.h: prooomaw or the worbhop on lo- D d h  d W r a t i o P :  waul d 
Global Co- r(rrL6w, Poland GL3-27 Muah, lW7). L Kdrlubtfr.  S. Illborn a A 
srrarlr W.). LW?,wh, A-25Ctl  lu.nblug. APlLr la .  
The diagnm (Figure 1) puts emphasis on air pollution as a cause, since 
this was the focus of most of the papers presented at the Workshop. It is 
recognized, of course. that "other stress factors" are also. and even 
sometimes may be more, important in causing declines. In fact, the subject of 
multiple causes is M e n  up explicitly in several cases. 
The d m  omits the question of temporal mnd mpatial mcalm Then  
exist, obviously, some correlations between the portions of the sequence 
shown and the scales of particular processes appearing in these portions (e.g. 
spatial scale and the levels of processes within the "Ecological Recesses" 
domaln). In general though, the processes indicated may take place on a 
variety of scales, ranging temporally from an hourly scale for pollutant 
transport and same cbemical processes to decades when forest succession. 
acidification and the Ilke are considered. 
Thus, in m n m  t h e n  is the question of the chemical composition. 
source intensity and location. with proper resolution in time and space. 
Polluhnt truuport has to take into accarnt the type of emission, 
atmospheric features and weather conditions tqp the r  with their dynamics, 
with particulnr emphasis on wind (its speeds and directions) and on 
precipitation. Thus, transport is closely related to ~ c o - -  
procwmsem taking place in the atmosphere under variars conditions, uith 
special attention to fogs and c lads .  
It is f rom these processes that concentrrtionm result. The dynamics of 
concentrations which act in superposition with other 8trea t~ctolr (e.0. 
winds, droughts, frosts. fungi, insects) is. in its actual influence, shaped by 
biochemical procmmw acting a t  variars levels of oco.J.bu and 
ph-logy. Ultimately, one would have to consider dl the relevant influences 
on the components of an ecosystem by examining their various physiological 
responses and their mechanisms, and thereafter study the propagation of 
impacts through the ecosystem. Simllar procedures, thargh shrtLng a t  a 
different end, should be applied in the w e  of restitution after damage or 
premeditated changes in ecosystems made in order to withstand potential 
damage. When considering the propagation ad changes in the ecosyrtem, it 
should be remembered that its levels. e.g., those indicated in Figure 1 
(phydolorieal pmceame8, tree-lsrd -, .t.nd-lsrd mc8. 
eawymbm d m c 8  and ! o m  d m - )  are to a laqp extent of a 
qualitative and not only a quantitative nature. A t  each level, different 
processes take place and transitions between the levels are by no means 
governed by Linear relations. The kinds of internlations that have to be 
taken into account include interconnection of partial processes in a non- 
addltive my,  (e.g., competition, inhibition). Momover, impacts whoae 
propagation is to be observed and studied act a t  each Aevel t h w h  a 
different type of mechantsm, which make the overall dynamics of change even 
more complex. 
I t  is just because of this inherent complexity that - keeping in mind the 
overall structure - one should look for certain hobtic behaviwal regulnrities 
and identify and use them within the scopes of their validity. Thus. in 
concrete studies and applications, wrhin shortcuts and bypasses uith 
regard to the whole structure are made for practical reasons. There are two 
such reasons: fimt, the interplay of time scales involved in research. in 

dynamics of processes at hand and in preparation of a potentral action, and 
second, even such simplified models may help in undentanding the underlying 
processes. 
The domain of "Soci~Economic Feedbacks" does not represent such a 
systematically stmctured subsystem as the other two. This domain, though, 
consists of some obviously distinct and clear-cut subdomains, like to& 
mnnngerent, and wood mupm, which are relatively less complex than some of 
the others. Nevertheless, just as is the case with ~ ~ 8 8 8  - although for quite 
different reasons - a wide margin of uncerhinty is brought into this domain 
with the necessity to consider general economic rslrtiopr and weid 
r e 8 p o n w m  The necessity arises from recognition that without closing the 
feedback loops of Figure 1, whether shorter or longer, going f r ~ m  
consequences to causes and to the very processes. the design of appropriate 
policies will not be possible. That is where such studies as economic and social 
analyses, econometric projections and attitude research appear in the 
picture. There is, obviously, a +.de discrepancy of complexity and state of 
knowledge between this feedback loop and the shortest one perhinine to 
forest management and its welldef ined objectives. 
TOPICS OF PAPERS IN THB WWHE 
The correspondence of the domains shown in Figure 1 with papen 
contained in this volume ts shown in Figure 2. Quite in accordance with the 
stated main subject of the Workshop, the largest group of papen center 
around descriptions of particular cases of forest damage and/or decline on 
national and subnational levels, and around more wneral assessments of the 
phenomenon, its causes and consequences. This group of papers is not quite 
homogeneous though. It  includes, a t  the extremes, both very general 
statements and papers present@ detailed data f r o m  lonpturm studies. Their 
purpose, however, ts not to elucidate cawtandcffec t  relations, but rather to 
give indications as to further research through proper illustration of real-life 
cases. 
On the other hand, virtually all these papers do not show the truly 
dynamic picture of the process, as indicated by Figure 1 and the system's 
imnge behind it, but rather, at most, comparative statics, for relatively short 
time periods. Apparently paradoxically, the f e w  papem which present rome 
future perspectives do not deal with particular local or mgional situations, 
but with iarger areas. This is not uniquely related to the avemging effects of 
a lnrger number of forest stands, but also to the existence af planning effmts 
as well as areas with much less uncertainty. 
Papers related to other subdomains are much less numerous. This applies 
especialiy to questions of pollutan t-impact correlations, threshold analysis , 
forest management and ecosystemdented anslyslr. Still, representation of 
these other subdomains seem sufficient f o r  an appmbal of the image of the 
present statedart. even if it d-s not convey a balanced view of m e a r c h  
and development emphases. 
Thus, as mentioned, some papers take up the rubject of multiple comes. 
There is, however, not yet a sufficient empirical basis for arak@ definite 
Figure 2. Cl~sificatim of papers presented at thc Workshop (naes given are fimt author- of papers in the 
proceedings). Asterisks denote presentations explicitly referring to modelling wthods. 
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conclusions, even on the correlation level. One is therefore stiU at the 
hypothesis formation stage. In particuiar, there is not enough employment of 
multivariate analysis capacities. This is reflected in the fact that all the 
papers which do not refer to modeling focus on just one time scale, while one 
of the most imporhnt features of the processes involved consists in the 
transition between time scales. Therefore, a proper msolution level in 
shorter time series is required. This also applies to spatial scale, where 
improper choice may lead to entirely erronears msults (8.0. displacement of 
pollution sources). Facing the complexity, one should mcur to bypasses or 
introductory correlational or other incidencooriented studies carefully 
following, however, both the tracks offered and doubts raised. This applies in 
particular to cause- and diagnosis4ented studies. 
While it is obviously wasteful to await comprehensive results in ecosystem 
analysis soon (virtual absence of paperr a t  this Workshop and a t  other much 
meetings), such domains as forest management are well prepared for advanced 
practical twls based upon modelrng appmches,  to be used also in decline 
situations. The low number of papers herein on that subject reflects, in fact, 
a broader phenomenon based presumably on the skepticism of forest sector 
people tonards quantitative models. 
Another domain where obviously important Lacunae exist is explicit policy 
analysis involving design of long-term silvicultural measures, Land-use and 
pollution control as well as energy consumption policies. It is because of these 
Lacunae, which make the detailed analysis too difficult and inhibit development 
of sound, allcmbmcing models, that scenario building has to be employed and 
pursued. possibly into a formal model-like exercise (see the paper by Prins in 
this volume). 
It  is possible that some of the questions d e d  cannot be readily 
answered in the near future. Some paperr take up, therefore, the mubject of 
fundamental or even ethical principles to govern the activities related to 
forest growth and use, principles that would, with a wide margin, guarantee 
forest-wise sustainability of these activities over a long or even infinite time 
horizon. However, before more detailed studies give definite results, even 
that fact cannot be certain. 
2- P OUUTANT INPUTS T0 FORESTS 

2.1 QUANTIFICATION OF AIR P O W A N T S  IN EUROPE AND ITS 
IMPORTANCE TO VEGEX'ATIONe 
E.H. Mema 
Department of Air Pollution 
Agricultural Univenity 
Wageningen, THE NETHERLANDS 
SUMMARY 
In this paper, a rurvey is given of the emlrsion in Europe of SO2, NO,, 
NH3. heavy metals and particulated matter which are the main pollutant com- 
pounds. The atmospheric concentrations of reveral compounds are given espe- 
cially that of ozone. Some information about wet and dry deposition shows 
the dispersion of air pollution in Europe, while aeroplane measurements are 
given as illustration of the long range transport. Some of the information 
is based upon model calculation confirmed by measurements. Not every 
country has relevant data available, which is necessary for a proper 
description of the quality of the atmosphere above Europe. As required, 
estimates have been made to complete the information. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is obvious that air pollution is a matter of international concern. 
The huge amounts of S02, NOx, NH3, heavy metals, hydrocarbons and similar 
products cause tremendous effects on the whole ecoryrtem. 
The most alarming aspect of damage to materials is the rapid 
deterioration of historical monuments. The direct effects of air pollution 
on human beings are particularly apparent in the urban vicinity of heavy 
industrier, where in general, the quality of the atmosphere is very bad. 
Important quertions to be rolved concerning tbe abatement of air pollution 
are related to the extension of the area in which the pollutants have their 
impact and in which forms the pollutantr are active, in what concentrations 
or during which times. It ir therefore very important to know their 
atmorpheric cbemimtry, the velocitier of the dry and wet deposition. the 
mean reridence time in the atmorphert and knowledge about the mtteorology 
and toxicological and chemical properties of the pollutants. 
The impact of air pollution is dependent on numerous factor8 much as 
the nature of tbe pollutant, the exporure time and -concentration. the 
nature of the lubstratt, death or living material, the renritivity of the 
organism, measonal influencer, natural mtress factors and 80 on. This ir 
the reason why it is impossible to characterize and to judge the quality of 
the environmental compartment, the atmomphere. with one or a few simple 
parmeterr. Therefore. the quality of the atmosphere has been indicated 
.In: Prooedlagl of the Worbhop on P o r r t  D.cllot d Repduction: W o o J  d 
Clobil C o m n c n c c r ,  K - h ,  Poland (p-27 Maroh. 1081). L Xalrlulntlr. S. W1-n and A. 
with some examples with respect to wet and dry deposition, immission con- 
centrations and emission data. The meaning of this data with respect to 
damage to vegetation should be regarded in connection with the presented 
no-adverse levels for the several species. 
2. SULFUR DIOXIDE AND NITROGEN DIOXIDE 
The main pollutant compounds directly responsible for the acidifica- 
tion of the environment are SO2 and NOx. The development of the emissions 
in a number of countries during the period 1060 - 1080 is given in the 
figures 1 and 2 (Asman, 10860). 
PIGURE 1. S02-emission in Hton/year PIGURE 2. lox-emission in Uton/year 
in a number of European NO2 in a number of 
countries. European countries. 
In accordance to more intensive traffic, the lox curves show an increasing 
trend. The Sop emissions are somewhat reduced since 1065-1070 for several 
reasons. Besides a backward tendency in industrial activities. attention 
has been paid to diminish the sulfur content in the fuel and exhaust gares. 
The s a ~ e  trends have been found in the composition of the rainwater ssllpled 
in the letherlands (Delft, Ouicherit and Van den lout, 1082). Figure 3 
shows the increasing nitrate and the decreasing sulfate concentration with 
time. The emission data for the European countries in the year 1080 are 
summarized in table 1 (Asman, l086B). 
FIGURE 3. Change of nitrate and sulfate concentration (wole.1-l) in 
precipitation in the period 1961-1981 in the Netherlands 
according to Guicherit (1982). 
The dry and wet deposition are in the first instance, the main routes 
for the removal of substances from the atmosphere. However, the intensities 
with which the removal takes place are strongly dependent on the physical 
and chemical properties of the substances and the surface upon which depo- 
sition takes place. Therefore, some compounds like NO and NO2 will almost 
only be removed after being transformed into other species as nitrate and 
nitric acid. Por model calculations the rate of transformation of these 
compounds a value of 4.3% per hour is often used (NAS-report. 1983). In the 
atmosphere, it is assumed that SO2 will be oxidized into sulfuric acid or 
sulfates with a rate of 1.4% per hour. It is extremely difficult to deter- 
mine the transformation velocities as well as the dry and wet deposition. 
The uncertainties in the data used are therefore very high. In fact the 
values are not constant due to the continuing variation of the circuastan- 
ces (concentration, relative humidity, temperature, light intensity, etc.) 
and composition of the polluted atmosphere where numerous reaction paths 
are possible. 
Prom windtunnel experiments. it can be concluded that the boundary 
layer resistance for the deposition of NO2 on a water layer (at pH > 5) is 
50 :fees higher than for SO2 (Adema, 1986). It is therefore very probable 
that the dry deposition velocity of NO2 will be at least 10 times smaller 
than that for SO2. So the principal route for NOx from the atmosphere to 
the earth's surface is in the form of the nitrate. In this respect. the wet 
deposition is more important than the dry deposition. 
The principal route for the removal of SO2 is mainly by dry and to a 
lesser exteat by wet deposition. The removal of sulfate is mainly by wet 
deposition. As an average for whole Europe, it can be calculated that 
ratio's of the dry (dl and wet (w) deposition of sulfur. emitted in the 
Netherlands are SOq(d) : S04(d) : S02(w) : S04(w) - 23 : 1 : 10 : 7 .  The 
calculations are performed by Asman et a1 (1986A) using a model based on 
that of Eliassen and Saltbones (1983). 
The mutual influence of NH3 and SO2 with respect to dry and wet depo- 
sition, is very important. In areas with high concentrations of both com- 
pounds higher concentrations of NH4+ and SO4-' are found in rainwater and 
relatively larger mounts of (NH4)2S04 are deposited on vegetation and 
materials as would be expected (Van Breemen, 1982) .  
TABLE 1 .  Emissions in European countries of SO2, NOx and NH3 
for the year 1980 expressed in lo8 mole. y'l (NOx = 
NO + NO2). 
area km2 
I 1 -  I I 
NH3 SO2 NO, 
Albania 12 16 2 
Austria 42 6 7 60 
Belgium 48 127 94 
Bulgaria 74 156 52 
Ceechoslovakia 100 4 69 130 
Denmark 65 66 54 
Pinland 2 6 84 4 4 
Prance 417 510 316 
GDR 122 625 148 
GPR 218 64 1 500 
Greece 56 110 109 
Hungary 76 234 48 
Iceland 3 2 2 
Ireland 69 2 7 2 0 
Italy 212 688 337 
Luxemburg 3 8 11 
Netherlands 88 77 122 
Norway 21 23 24 
Poland 2 38 672 217 
Portugal 28 26 24 
Romania 177 313 100 
Spain 136 313 185 
Sweden 3 1 86 57 
Switserland 32 18 35 
Turkey 402 151 130 
United Kingdom 238 730 376 
USSR 739 2531 1087 
Yugoslavia 116 481 46 
North Africa 180 80 11 
Sea Areas 
Total 
In mouthern Scandinavia. the ratio N03'/S04" in precipitation has changed 
in the period 1950-1070 from 0 . 2 7  to 0 . 4 7 .  The latter value equals the 
ratio of the total European emimsion of NOx and SO2 in the year 1980. This 
must be no more than incidental.Por the ratio of the local dry and wet 
deposition of the N- and S-compounds differ mtrongly for every part of 
Europe. As an example of an emission pattern. the emission figures of the 
FRG are summarized in table 2 (Umweltbundesamt. 19841. Ambient air con- 
centrations as measured in that country for severai types of iana use are 
given in table 3. 
TABLE 2. Emission data of the FRG for the year 1982. subdivided 
into the main categories of activities in percentages. 
TABLE 3. Immission concentrations in several types of regions in Central 
Europe (pg/olS) (annual averages (a) and maximum values). 
S02 
3. AMMONIA 
Particulated 
matter 
9 
9 
2 2 
60 
100 
0.7 
Transportation 
Domestic use 
small industries 
Power Plants 
Industry 
Emission in 
lo6 ton 
In Europe there are only a very few stations where NH3 in air has been 
measured. The reason for this limited interest is that only in the last 
3 
10 
62 
2 5 
100 
3.0 
background 
areawithoutsources 
rural area 
urban/industrial 
area 
centre of big cities 
inner town 
five years the importance of this compound with respect to its effects on 
vegetation and soil acidification has become clear. The temporary neutrali- 
NOx 
5 5 
4 
2 7 
14 
100 
3.1 
NO2 
a max 
1 100 
5 30 
10 80 
40 400 
80 800 
zation of sulfuric acid and nitric acid, formed in the atmosphere. by NH3 
will often be canceled by the nitrification of NH4+ in the soil. Due to 
this microbiological process an additional equivalent nitric acid can be 
found. More information of measurements of NH4+ in air is available. This 
ion occurs mainly in the form of the stable compound (NH4)pSOq. A minor 
amount is present in the form of the unstable NHqN03. In many sites in 
Europe NH4+ in precipitation has been measured. Buijsman and Erisman 
(1886A) examined and corrected the 1880-data for 210 stations. The result 
is shown in figure 4. 
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FIGURE 4. Ueasured NH4+ concentration in precipitation (wole/l). 
(Buijsman et al. 1986A) 
Based on the EHEP-type model (Eliasren. 1878) Asman and Janrsen 
(1686) developed a lagranpian long-range transport model for NH3 and NH4+ 
for Europe. Based on the NH emirsion data for Europe they could calculate 
the NH3 (figure 5 )  and NH4Q-concentrations in air. NH4+ in precipitation 
and the total NHx deposition (figure 6). The NHg-emissions used in the 
model were derived from a study of Buijsman et a1 (1986B)on the emissions 
caused by animals, the use of fertilizers and some industrial processes. 
The NH3 emissions expressed in lo8 mole/y for the several countries of 
Europe are compiled in table 1. 
Due to the strong variations in time of the NH3-emissions, the Mi3 
concentrations in air are also strongly variable in time. Daily con- 
centrations up to 250 ~g/m' NH3 can be found if manure spreading occurs in 
the near surroundings. The median concentration in the Netherlands is about 
5 ug/m8 NH3. The background concentration in marine areas amounts to 
approximately 0.1 bg/m8 (Georgii and Gravenhorst, 1977). The spatial 
variation in the average concentration of NH4+ is much less than for NH3. 
FIGURE 5. Coaputed NH3 concentration in air (p~/m') (Buijnman et a1.1086A) 
FIGURE 6 .  Computed total NHx deposition (mole.ha' lmy-1) (Anman. 1086 A) 
Georgii and Gravenhorst reported maritime background concentrations between 
0.2 - 1 Bg/ma NHqi. In precipitation on the Atlantic Ocean Buijsman et a1 
(1985) found an average NHqi concentration of about 5 y.ole/l. Prom this 
figure the calculated the NHqi concentration in air to be about 
0.1 - 0.2 Bg/mS. 
In many areas of Central Europe,the wet and dry deposition of ammonium 
and nitrate have reached values of 30 to 40 kg.ha-l. 1 N. In rome cases 
throughfall data exceed depositions of 60 kg. ham1. y-I-N. A180 high deposi- 
tions are obrerved on slopes at forest edges and nearby areas with animal 
farms and manure rpreading (Grennfelt and Hultberg. 1986). 
4. HEAVY METALS 
Heavy metals may accumulate in the environment and constitute there- 
fore a potential hazard. Thir is one of the conclurionr of the EMEP 
workshop on heavy metals held in Norway, 1984 (EKEP, 1984). Heavy metalr 
are mostly highly toxic if they become available for living organisms. In 
the non-acid environment, heavy metals have often been bound in water in- 
roluble complexes. However, due to the acidification of the environment the 
ion concentrations of heavy metals in groundwater and rurface water reach 
values far above normal and no-adverre effect levels. Heavy metalr are 
transported through the air mostly in the form of rmall particles. 
Substances present in the accumulation node (particle diameter 0.1-2 y.) 
have the longest atmospheric residence time (2-4 days) (Huller, 1985). 
Accordingly these particles rhall cover the longest dirtances. Especially 
heavy metals which after transport of more than 1000 km may still give rire 
to rome harmfull effect, cause a great deal of concern. A rurvey of the 
emission of heavy metals in Europe is given in table 4 (Pacyna. 1985). 
TABLE 4. Emirsion of heavy metals in Europe in 1979 (Pacyna, 1985). 
Element t/year Hain rources 
As 6500 Cu/Ni production 
Be 50 Combustion (Utilities - Industrial) 
Cd 2700 2n production 
Co 2000 Comburtion (Utilities - Indurtrlal) 
Cr 18900 Iron/Steel production 
Cu 15500 Comburtlon. Cu/Ni-. Iron/Steel-production 
Wood combustion 
In 17600 Iron/Steel production, combustion 
no 850 Combustion (Utilitier - Indurtrlal) 
Ni 16000 Comburtion (Utilities - Industrial. Hining) 
Pb 123000 Garoline comburtion, Lead-lron/Steel-production 
Sb 380 Conburtion (Utilities - Industrial), refure 
incinerator 
Se 420 Comburtion (Utilities - Indurtrial) 
V 34500 Comburtion (Utilltler - Industrial) 
2n 80000 Zinc-Iron/Steel-production, refure incinerator 
wood comburtion 
5. OZONE 
Acid rain and ozone are the two types of pollutants most frequently 
mentioned as the cause of the forest die back. Ozone as a secondary pollu- 
tant is formed in the atmosphere from hydrocarbons and NO2 under photoche- 
mical conditions. It has been shown that the concentration of tropospheric 
ozone has increased since the last century. Heasurements from the 'Observa- 
toire de Wonsouris' in Paris 1876/1877 give an average value of about 14 
ppb. This is about three times lower than is found nowadays (Volz, 1886). 
A matter of much concern is the influence of atmospheric impurities on 
the ozone layer. The deterioration of this layer on the one hand and the 
build up of the ozone near the earth's surface on the other hand is 
depicted In figure 7. The graph has been composed based on a model and 
measurements (Crutzen, 1986). 
Altitude (km) 
FIGURE 7. Changes in tropospheric and stratospheric ozone concentrations 
in the period 1860 - 2050. 
Relatively high concentrations of ozone bave been observed during the 
ozone episodes. In July 1880 values up to 180 ppb (360 ~g/m') were found In 
GFR and The Netherlands while in June 1882 values of 130-160 ppb were 
obtained (OECD-workshop, PHOXA-project, 23-25 October 1985, Schauinsland 
GFR). Exmples of horizontal profiles are given in figure 8. They are 
obtained from aeroplane measurements performed by QEOSENS along the border 
of GFR and GDR. Prom the ozone profile a total flow of about 3400 t/b 03 
from east to west could be calculated. In this calculation. it was assumed 
that tbe height of tbe mixing layer is 1700 l and that only in this layer 
dispersion and transport take place. Prom tbe horizontal SO2-profile 
obtalned by the integrated COSPEC-nethod, a total flow of 1300 t/h SO2 was 
calculated (figure 8). A heavy plume from the direction ESE is clearly 
shown. On the base of one year the SO2 flow should mean about 11 Hton. This 
figure equals the estimated sum of the total emission of GDR. Poland and 
Czechoslovacia. Prom the SO2 concentration in aitu over the whole track a 
flow of about 6 Hton/y was derived also based on a mixing layer of 1700 m. 
GEOSENS B.V. ROTTERDAM 
44. hLm 
b r  u * 84-07-85 
FIGURE 8. Horizontal 03-profile along the border of GFR 
and GDR.   on cent ration measurements (pg/m3). 
'FIGURE 9. Horizontal SO2-profile along the border of 
GFR and CDR. Vertical integrated COSPEC- 
measurements (mg/m' or ppm.m resp.). 
An example of a vertical profile is given in figure 10. It can be seen that 
the height of the mixing layer on that place and time was about 1700 m. In 
the inversion layer, a sudden decrease in SO2 and 03 concentration was 
observed. In continental models, the average height of the mixing layer 
used is 1000 m. 
Date: 
~ - 0 ? - 8 5  
U1.03 
1.1 
4000 
FIGURE 10. Vertical profile of 03 and SO2 by flight (GEOSENS B.V., 
Rotterdam) (LIBA, 1986) . 
There are seasonal and daily variations especially the diurnal variations 
can be very large. At night, the mixing layer may often diminish to about 
50 m. Sometimes however, under certain meteorological conditions, the 
inversion layer reaches the earth's surface. In similar cases, no disper- 
sion of pollution takes place resulting in high concentrations of air 
pollution. 
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6 .  IMPACT OF AIR POLLUTION ON VEGETATION 
ALT. 
l f t l  
As mentioned in the introduction it is impossible to characterize the 
air quality with a few rample parameterm. It is still very important to 
judge the air quality in connection with the adverre influence on the whole 
ecosystem. The meaning of certain levels of air pollution with respect to 
vegetation could best be derived from the information about the no-adverse 
levels of the several rpecies in relation to the direct effects. The 
indirect effects on vegetation through changes in roil and water quality 
caused by air pollution are not included in this consideration In a number 
of publications, observations has been reported concerning damage to vege- 
tation (leaf injury. growth reduction and reduction of production and qua- 
lity) only in relation to concentration and exposure time. Other affecting 
parameters as growth season. climate. soil specification, plant species, 
etc. did not have taken into account. The data obtained in this way can be 
represented in concentration-exposure time plots, in which the observed 
damage has been indicated (envelop model). With more or less hyperbolic 
functions no-adverse effect levels can be drawn. Effect of combinations of 
reveral air polllutants are very important. However, the rynergistic or 
antagonistic effects have been left out of consideration. The no-adverse 
levels for a number of air pollutant compounds are rummarized in table 5 
(Posthmus, 1983). 
TABLE 5. No-adverre effect levels for a number of air pollutant 
compounds (concentrations in pg/ma. exporure time in hour). 
Hour 
1 
8 
2 4 
240 
2400 
FIGURE 11. Production volume at meveral air pollution levels in the 
Netherlands. (Van der Eerden, 1966). 
Calculations of the relationship between production volume of crops 
and air pollution levels are illustrated in figure 11. The annual mean con- 
centrations for the year 1983 are given as 100%. The total reduction in the 
yield due to air pollution above the indicated background is estimated as 
5% (Van der Eerden, 1986). In conclusion air pollution caures relatively 
little damage to Dutch farmers since air pollution induced crop loss ir 
compensated by higher prices. 
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9.2 m sulnm DEPDSLTION SCPURIOS M 
H)- AREAS OF =OPEo 
J.Y. Alauo 
Acid Rain h j e c t  
In te rna t iona l  I n s t i t u t e  f o r  
Applied Systems Analysis 
A-2361 l a x e n b u r g ,  AUSTRIA 
Sulfur inputs b fo res t s  have been re la ted b tree damage vta d i rec t  foliar impacts 
of SO2 and t h e  soil acidifying d f e c t s  of wet and dry  nrlfur deposition. In a brief 
r e p o r t ,  mome scenar ios  of sulfur inputs b forested arms of Europe are presented. 
These scenar ios  cover  t h e  years  1900 b 2040. Calculations from 1960 b 2000 a r e  
taken from a IIASA modd of acidification in Europe (RAINS); estimates from 1900-1960 
and 2000-2040 are derived from simple assumptions. 
The effects  of t h r e e  different emission rcenar ios  were investigated: a 
rejrrmcc r e m a d o  which assumes a 302 reduction of omissions (relative b 1980 lev- 
els),  a n  opt imist ic  8-60 which assumes major emission cmntrols f o r  s c h  oountry. 
and a per r imis t ic  r m n a r i o  in which no emission controls are assumed. R d t s  a r e  
presented f o r  six different forested areas. It  was found t h a t  t h e r e  are large differ- 
ences  in t h e  levels of deposition r e c d v e d  by different forested a r r s s ;  these levels may 
differ  by a f a c b r  of 10 o r  20. Deposition was found b leva1 off a f t e r  t h e  year  1985 f o r  
all  scenar io  assumptions and in almost a l l  areas. After the y a a r  2000. the refewwe 
scenar io  anticipates a reduction of deposition b i t s  1960s level, and t h e  opt imist ic  
scenar io  a reduction b i t s  l e v d  in t h e  early 1900s. 
A s  pointed out in n v e r a l  paper r  of th is  volume, f o r d  dieback in E o r ~ p e  has  k e n  
at t r ibuted b a variety of anthropogenic and natural f a c b r r .  One of thome ls the input 
of m l f u r  from the atmosphere: Gaseous SO2 has  boon related b di rec t  follar brmage b 
t roes ;  rulfur  deposition ls oonneckd with acidification d f o r d  moils mnd t p b m q m n t  
.tress b trees through reloase of aluminum i n b  moil moisture (reg 6.g. Yclaughlin, 
1985). But rather than conoenlrate on t h e  impacts of 8ulfur to t r e e s ,  th l s  paper instead 
examines the atmwpheric  aspect  of th l r  problem and t r i e s  b provide t h e  rwder rlth a 
b r l d  kmpora l  and .patla1 overview of 8ulfur inputs b Europe's forests.  k parl of this 
overview, we examine t h e  link between human activit ies (through intemat iaral  pollu- 
Uon oontrol policies) and t h e  inpuh  of m l f u r  to f o r o s t d  arm. 



























3. CAUSES AND INDICATORS OF FOREST DECLWE 































































































































































































































5. NATIONAL AND SUBNATIONAL CASE STUDIES ON 
FOREST DECLINE 

























































































































6.  GENERAEASSESSMENTSOFWOODSUPPLY 
AND POREST DECLINE 

































































































7. REGIONAL AND GLOBAL CONSEQUENCES OF 
FOREST DECLINE 

































































































8.  MANAGEMENT AIJD POLICY RESPONSES T0 
FOREST DECLINE 
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